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Ensuring that students are reading proficiently by third grade is a key component of keeping students on
track to graduate high school and pursue college and careers. Because of the magnitude of this
academic milestone, states typically pursue policies that promote early identification and intervention
for struggling readers.1
However, teachers are the most important school-based factor in student success. To ensure that
teachers are well-prepared to guide students toward meeting the critical milestone of reading
proficiency by third grade, states have begun to require that teacher candidates pass a reading
instruction-specific assessment prior to licensure. These assessments address the science of reading
instruction and target early childhood and elementary teacher candidates.
States are expanding policies that hold teachers and teacher-preparation programs accountable for
student success. Requiring rigorous, content-specific assessments prior to licensure is part of a broader
trend of holding teachers to higher standards, requiring greater transparency in teacher-preparation
programs and modernizing the teaching profession.2

Key Takeaways
Fourteen states require teacher candidates to demonstrate knowledge of the science of
reading instruction on a stand-alone assessment prior to licensure:
 6 states use a state or as-yet unspecified test (CA, MS, NM, OH, OK, VA).
 5 states use the Foundations of Reading test (CT, MA, NH, NC, WI).
 3 states use the Praxis Teaching Reading test (AL, TN, WV).

Making every teacher a reading specialist
In the absence of teachers who are well-trained in reading
instruction, many states assign struggling readers to a certified
reading specialist or literacy coach. However, these specialists
are “more likely than other elementary teachers to have parttime or itinerant assignments,” often splitting their limited time
among a number of classrooms and schools, which can diminish
their impact on student achievement.3

What is the science
of reading instruction?
The National Reading Panel,
established by Congress in 1997,
identified five key components of
research-based reading
instruction.
These were later incorporated into

the No Child Left Behind Act’s
Rather than relying entirely on interventions for struggling
Reading First program.
readers, some states have begun to emphasize the need for all
elementary school teachers to possess the necessary skills to
1. Phonemic awareness
effectively teach reading. Access to highly qualified teachers
2. Phonics
provides students with the equivalent of a constant reading
3. Fluency
specialist, ensuring that struggling readers are identified and
4. Vocabulary
supported as quickly and effectively as possible and helping
5. Comprehension
alleviate the need for later interventions. One strategy to
ensure highly qualified teachers is to require teacher candidates 6.
to pass an assessment of reading instruction skills prior to
licensure.
Common elements of teacher
candidate assessment laws:

The emerging trend

1.

While many states offer professional development
opportunities focused on reading instruction, state policies
requiring teacher candidates to demonstrate some level of
understanding of reading instruction are increasing in
popularity.

2.
3.

4.

Requires assessment as part of
initial licensure.
Specifies grade levels for which
assessment is required.
Requires scientifically
research-based reading
instruction.
Specifies entity who will set
passing score.

For example, Idaho teacher candidates at all grade levels must
pass an assessment that includes “a demonstration of teaching
skills and knowledge congruent with current research on best
reading practices.”4 Like many states,5 Idaho satisfies this condition by requiring elementary teachers to
pass a multiple subject exam that includes a reading and language arts subtest. In the Praxis Elementary
Multiple Subject test, the science of reading instruction comprises 49 percent of the reading and
language arts subtest, or just one-eighth of the entire exam.6 In contrast to these multiple subject tests,
the tests highlighted below focus entirely on the science of reading instruction.
The 14 states highlighted below use assessments that meet the following key components:
 Required as part of initial teacher licensure.
 Required of all early childhood and/or elementary teachers rather than for a reading
endorsement or reading specialist position.
 Explicitly required by state law or policy.
 Focused on the science of teaching reading and not a subtest of a general education
assessment.
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Table 1: States requiring reading instruction Assessments

State-Developed or
Unspecified Test of Reading
Instructioni

Foundations of Reading Test

Praxis Teaching Reading
Test

California7 (EC, EM, SE)

Connecticut (EC, EM, SE)

Alabama (EC, EM)

Mississippi8 (EM)

Massachusetts (EC, EM)

Tennessee (EC, EM, SE)

New Mexico (EM)

New Hampshire (EC, EM)9

West Virginia (EC, EM)

Ohio10 (EC, EM)

North Carolina (EC, EM, SE)

Oklahoma11 (EC, EM, SE)

Wisconsin (EC, EM, SE)

Virginia12 (EC, EM, SE)





EC: Early Childhood
EM: Elementary
SE: Special Education

Sample statutory language
Indiana: IND. CODE § 20-28-5-12(b)
“The department may not grant an initial practitioner license to an individual unless the individual has
demonstrated proficiency in the following areas on a written examination or through other procedures
prescribed by the department:
(1) Basic reading, writing, and mathematics.
(2) Pedagogy.
(3) Knowledge of the areas in which the individual is required to have a license to teach.
(4) If the individual is seeking to be licensed as an elementary school teacher, comprehensive
scientifically based reading instruction skills, including:
(A) phonemic awareness
(B) phonics instruction
(C) fluency
(D) vocabulary
(E) comprehension.”
Ohio: OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3319.233(A)
“Beginning July 1, 2017, all new educator licenses issued for grades pre-kindergarten through three or
four through nine shall require the applicant to attain a passing score on a rigorous examination of
principles of scientifically research-based reading instruction that is aligned with the reading
competencies adopted by the state board of education.”
Wisconsin: WIS. STAT. ANN. 118.19(14)(a)
”The department may not issue an initial teaching license that authorizes the holder to teach in grades
kindergarten to 5 or in special education, an initial license as a reading teacher, or an initial license as a
reading specialist, unless the applicant has passed an examination identical to the Foundations of
Reading test administered in 2012 as part of the Massachusetts Tests for Educator Licensure. The
department shall set the passing cut score on the examination at a level no lower than the level
recommended by the developer of the test, based on this state's standards.”

i

Mississippi and Ohio have not yet selected an assessment.
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